
Saminchakuy Exercise 

 

 

Hucha cleansing technique meaning meeting all of your issues. In the mountains the 

shamans use stone to represent these issues since most of them do not write.  

Saminchakuy – working with the sami energy, taking action with sami energy 

The client writes down all the hucha they remember from childhood until now. 

Burn the paper in a ceremonial fire (rip it up and give to burn if you are in an office 

put in the trash outside of the building, never leave it inside). 

Ask the client if they feel like they got it all out? 

Open the Wiraqocha on both you and the client 

Open the second, fourth, and sixth chakras 

• Turning counterclockwise 3x 

• Intention of let the hucha fall to Pachamama 
 

Call Saminchakuy, Saminchakuy, Saminchakuy, hampuy, hampuy, hampuy 

Receive the sami light from above  

Bring the sami with your hands above your head bring the energy into the field of the 

client. Bring the energy then into their heart.  

 
Tullunchakuy – bring pure energy to the bones 

Call Tullunchakuy, Tullunchakuy, Tullunchakuy 

Raise your hands up and call in the energy. Then place your hands on the shoulders 

and let the Tullunchakuy sink into the bones. 

Yawarchakuy – bringing pure energy and oxygen to the blood, also a mesa stone 

blessing, which re-energizes the energy the blood of the stones 

Call Yawarchakuy, Yawarchakuy, Yawarchakuy 

Intention to purify and oxygenate the blood 



 
Place your hands on both of their wrists and allow Yawarchakuy To go into the 

blood.  

Kallpanchakuy – strengthen your inner power  

Call Kallpanchakuy, Kallpanchakuy, Kallpanchakuy 

Bring the energy to the three centers nawis (3rd eye), Sonqo (heart), cusqo (below 

the navel) 

Add in any additional chakras you feel called to do so.  

Make three crosses over the chakras from top to bottom in order to close the 

chakras or do the 3x clockwise closing.  

Close the Wiraqochas 


